Green Card Tips

Where to Find Information you need when entering a Permanent Resident Card in Washington Health Plan Finder

Select Permanent Resident Card I-551

The Health Plan Finder Asks for 3 Pieces of information:

- Date of Entry
- Alien Number
- Receipt Number

The following pictures show where to locate this information on the 3 most recent versions of the Permanent Resident Card as well as Cards that don't expire
Most Recent Version as of 5/01/17

- Alien Number=USCIS#
- Date of Entry=Resident Since Date
- Receipt Number=Last 13 digits of top line on the back of the card
Prior Version see most often (right now)

- Alien Number = USCIS#
- Date of Entry = Resident Since Date
- Receipt Number = Last 13 digits of top line on the back of the card
Prior Version - Outdated but still a few that have not expired yet

Alien Number = INS A#

Date of Entry = Resident Since

Receipt Number = Last 13 digits of top line
There are some Green Cards that were issued between 1964 and 1989 that never expire - These are still valid and are still recognized by USCIS.

- Alien # = A#
- Receipt # = No Receipt #, Must enter ABC0000000000
- Date of Entry = Resident Date